16 mad attempt; instead they would try to keep alive Polish
culture and through day by day efforts strive for eco-
nomic and educational improvement. Perhaps in three
or four generations they would be strong enough to
prepare adequately for war and to fight again. There
must be no repetition of 1863.
A second result was the enormous change in the so-
cial and economic life of the Poles. The elite of the na-
tion, the best patriots, the idealists, the energetic leaders
were nearly all gone—dead or exiled. The nobility who
for centuries had been the dominant group lost their
place at the head of the community, never to regain it.
They had played their last role in Polish history.
Their sons, ruined financially through the loss of
their estates, went into professional life and were added
to the developing middle class of the towns. In a few
years this group began to take the place formerly held
by the nobles.
A third result was that, with the failure of 1863, the
Polish question ceased to be of international interest.
It became what Russia and Germany and Austria in-
sisted it should be—an internal question for the Parti-
tioning Powers alone to deal with.
Lastly there came a school of political thought that
branded with the word "romantic" every suggestion of
an independent Poland. A man who urged concerted
action against Russia, if only to win some concession
from the czar, found people sceptical and shying away
from any plan verging on illegality. Some Poles tried
to propitiate the authorities by openly protesting their
loyalty to Russia, Some argued that the best way to
serve Poland was not to irritate Russia, but to cooperate
with her. Political life ceased to exist. People wanted
to forget 1863 and not to think of the past They asked
only to live in peace.
. Independence? That was a dream, living only in the
prayers of women, in the dreamy lines of poets, in the
sensitive hearts of children.

